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ABSTRACT This paper considers borderless 5G ultra-dense networks (UDNs). In particular, a novel
scheduling algorithm is proposed that achieves a more uniform distribution of user-throughput than that
of the state-of-the-art maximum-throughput (MT) schedulers. The proposed scheduling algorithm also
takes the coherence time of the channel into account as well as the impact to the acquired channel state
information. A novel radio frame structure that is appropriate for achieving a 1-ms round trip time latency
is also proposed. Such a low latency allows one to employ multiuser as well as cooperative multiple input
multiple output schemes for mobile users. An evaluation of matched-filter and zero-forcing precoding for
mobile users in UDNs is included. The performance of the proposed 5G UDN concept is assessed using a
system-level simulator. Extensive numerical results show that the proposed borderless scheduling concept
achieves ∼77% higher median user-throughput than that of the MT scheduler at the cost of
∼17% lower area-throughput. Such results are obtained for a high density of mobile users at velocities
of ∼50 km/h.

INDEX TERMS 5G networks, mobility, scheduling, ultra-dense networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
5G should provide native support for new kinds of network
deployments such as ultra-dense networks (UDNs) [1].
As emphasized in [2]–[4], 5G systems will leverage advanced
small cell technology to bring uniform quality of experience
to a rapidly growing population of mobile cellular users.
The exponential growth in the population of wireless mobile
users and data demand in cellular networks will be one of
the biggest challenges for 5G during the next decade. It is
expected that 5G era will revolutionize the way we communi-
cate by supporting new immersive applications requiring ultra
low latency and high throughput in outdoor environments.
To make this revolution a reality also for vehicular users,
robust and reliable connectivity solutions are needed as well
as the ability to efficiently manage mobility. After all, the
support for mobility is (and has been) one of the key added
value services of cellular networks.

The general consensus on the requirements for 5G are:
• 1000× increase in area capacity with respect to Long
Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A).

• 1ms Round Trip Time (RTT) latency. This is a
10× improvement from that of the LTE-A.

• 100× improvement in energy efficiency in terms of
Joules/bit.

• 10− 100× reduction in cost of deployment.

• Mobility support and always-on connectivity of users
that have high throughput requirements.

In the dawn of 5G era, it will be extremely challenging
to reach 1000× increase in capacity and still bring ‘desktop-
like’ experience to mobile users regardless of their location.
There have been great achievements in utilizing mmWave,
Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) and massive Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) communication for the user access
link, but it is not expected that these technologies can easily
support high densities of highly mobile users in the near
future due to their sensitivity to Channel State Informa-
tion (CSI) aging. Supporting vehicular users will be a sig-
nificant differentiator for 5G since passengers in connected
cars [2] are behaving more and more like indoor users,
thus making them primary consumers of Internet content.
Furthermore, new innovative services such as augmented
reality for vehicles and mobile ultra-high definition video
streaming require low latency as well as high data rates [3].
In order to achieve such throughput and QoE requirements
it is expected that network deployments in 5G will be much
denser compared to that of 4G networks. Hence, new solu-
tions are needed to allow 5G UDN to meet near-wireline
latencies and to provide uniform quality of experience for
massive amounts of users in highly populated urban outdoor
environments consisting of dense deployment of small cells.
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However, as network density increases, inter-cell
interference starts to limit the wireless system performance
especially at cell borders. Mitigation of inter-cell interfer-
ence has been studied extensively in previous work e.g., by
means of CoMP [5], coordinated precoding [6] and Network
MIMO [7], [8]. In particular, an interesting comparison
between massive MIMO and network MIMO can be found
in [9] where it is shown that cooperative MIMO schemes
do not typically outperform a non-cooperative massive
MIMO approach. The aforementioned techniques have
shown promising results in micro cellular environments
but their sensitivity to CSI uncertainties limits their usage
in mobile scenarios. Moreover, and to the best of our
knowledge, the previous work has not addressed the perfor-
mance of cooperative schemes in UDNs for highly mobile
users.

This paper presents a novel scheduling algorithm that
makes it possible for 5GUDNs to provide a borderless experi-
ence in outdoor environments. This is achieved by deducting
low user throughputs and unreliable link connectivity among
mobile users and serving cells. User velocities up to 100km/h
are considered. A novel frame structure is also proposed that
is particularly attractive for UDNs and low-power mobile
devices.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe physical layer and frame structure design of
the 5G ultra-dense outdoor radio access concept. Section III
describes in detail our proposed packet scheduling framework
and discusses how the proposed scheduling algorithms can
tolerate mobility and adapt to user specific coherence times.
Section IV considers interference coordination and access
node coordination in the ultra-dense outdoor environments.
In Section V, different alternatives for precoder design are
given. Section VI describes the employed simulation model
and Section VII provides numerical results illustrating the
performance of the proposed algorithms and solutions for
ultra-dense outdoor networks. Section VIII concludes the
paper.

II. 5G ULTRA-DENSE OUTDOOR RADIO ACCESS
In this section, a novel radio frame structure for
5G ultra-dense networks (UDNs) is proposed. It is appro-
priate for achieving a round trip time (RTT) latency of 1ms,
and facilitates using multiuser as well as coordinated MIMO
techniques with mobile users [10]. The proposed frame
structure supports a large amount of users, and the corre-
sponding subframe is significantly shorter than that
of LTE-A. Short subframes facilitate using energy-efficient
discontinuous reception (DRX) schemes for bursty and high
bit-rate data traffic. In fact, video streaming and web brows-
ing are expected to represent a significant part of the overall
future traffic [11]. In particular, data bursts consisting of large
bandwidth and short duration facilitate the maximization of
sleep time between bursts. We note that preliminary results
of the frame structure proposed in this section have been
presented in [12]. However, this section provides a few

FIGURE 1. Proposed frame structure for TDD based 5G UDNs. CSIT is
obtained from UL beacons. A control channel with small bandwidth at the
center of the frequency band allows for low-power monitoring and efficient
DRX schemes due to the smaller sampling rate. Short subframe duration
facilitates achieving RTT latencies smaller than 1ms.

modifications and a more detailed discussion than that given
in [12].

A. PROPOSED RADIO FRAME STRUCTURE
The proposed frame structure is illustrated in Fig. 1. The first
five symbols are dedicated for uplink (UL) beacon transmis-
sions. Such beacons are used for obtaining low latency CSI
at the transmitter (CSIT) as well as user positioning informa-
tion. Each beacon duration equals that of a symbol, i.e. 3.2µs.
The UL beacons may be shared among users in the frequency
domain. More precisely, the first symbol of the frame struc-
ture is dedicated to UL narrowband beaconing and facilitates
mobility management in UDNs. Narrowband beaconing may
be used for estimating the user position thus allowing for
paging-free type of solutions to be employed [13]. Moreover,
knowing the position of the user and that of the closest access-
nodes allows for continuous reachability, always-on connec-
tivity, and enables fast wake-up from idle/sleep modes. The
remaining four beacon symbols are dedicated for obtaining
wideband CSIT. In the proposed frame structure, the down-
link (DL) and UL control channels are located at the center of
the overall frequency-band; see Fig. 1. This allows for low-
power control-channel monitoring during DRX due to the
small bandwidth (5MHz). A guard period of duration 0.4µs
is added to each UL/DL switching point.

B. DISCUSSION ON PHYSICAL LAYER PARAMETERS
The proposed frame structure is based on orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) waveform.
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OFDM has been used in many wireless communication
standards, including LTE and WLAN (Wireless Local Area
Network) 802.11ac. Moreover, OFDM facilitates the devel-
opment of multiuser and cooperative MIMO schemes as well
as radio positioning techniques [13]. In fact, OFDM provides
a good comprise in terms of overhead, complexity, latency,
and multiantenna schemes when compared to Filter bank
multicarrier (FBMC) waveforms [14].

TABLE 1. Frame structure numerologies.

The numerology of the proposed frame structure is
given in Table 1 along with a comparison with those of
WLAN 802.11ac and LTE-A. The bandwidth of the OFDM
waveform considered herein is 200MHz. Such an assumption
is similar to alternative frame structure designs [15], [16]. The
subcarrier spacing of the considered multicarrier waveform
is 312.5kHz, thus leading to a symbol duration of 3.2µs
(without cyclic-prefix). This is identical to that of
WLAN 802.11ac. Such a subcarrier spacing leads to low
inter-carrier interference (ICI) due to Doppler spread and
phase-noise while being smaller than the typical coherence
bandwidth found in Line-of-Sight (LoS) urban micro-cell
environments (approx. 3MHz for 50% correlation) [17].
We consider a cyclic-prefix (CP) duration of 0.5µs thus
leading to an overhead of 15.6%. Such a short CP follows
from the typical root-mean-squared (RMS) delay spread of
Urban Micro (UMi) channels (65 − 129ns) [17], as well as
short inter site distances (ISD) (approx. 50m) and low-power
transmissions (0 − 10dBm) of UDNs. In other words, inter-
symbol-interference (ISI) can bemitigatedwith a CP duration
of 0.5µs as long as the communication range is up to 50m.
Mitigation of ISI beyond 50m can be achieved by directional
and low-power transmissions.

The OFDM waveform considered herein is composed
of 640 subcarriers thus leading to an Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT) size of 1024. From the subcarrier spacing
(or symbol length) it follows that the sampling frequency
is 320MHz.

III. SCHEDULING OF MOBILE USERS
As discussed in [10], channel aging is a significant
problem in advanced MIMO systems using Multiuser
MIMO (MU-MIMO) and CoMP techniques. Hence, when
making scheduling decisions in such systems, channel aging

properties should be taken into account by monitoring
individual coherence times and prioritizing users with low
time since last beacon (TSLB). TSLB denotes the time
elapsed since the last CSI measurement. Typically,
MU-MIMO scheduling is efficient only when the scheduling
candidate group is large compared to the amount of access
node antennas as discussed in [18]. Hence, when serving
highly mobile users there should be enough resources for CSI
beacons to keep the set of scheduling candidates large enough
for making resource utilization in scheduler more efficient.
This means also that it would be beneficial to take scheduling
priorities already into account in CSI beacon scheduling to
ensure that users prioritized in data scheduling have
up-to-date CSI available and can be thus considered as valid
scheduling candidates.

A. PACKET SCHEDULING MODEL
To take spatial domain scheduling into account and to
overcome channel aging problems in advanced
MIMO techniques, a new scheduler framework thinking is
needed compared to LTE-A packet scheduling. In [10] one
efficient way of adding spatial and channel coherence time
properties into packet scheduling model was introduced.
It was proposed that packet scheduling could be split into
three phases with each phase handling different scheduling
domains, which are time, frequency and space. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2.

FIGURE 2. Proposed scheduling framework for multiuser and cooperative
MIMO scheduling.

First, time domain (TD) packet scheduler chooses a subset
of users from all scheduling candidates that have data in
their buffers. This selection is based on TSLB value i.e., time
elapsed from the last CSI measurement. A threshold value for
the maximum acceptable TSLB can be adjusted dynamically
for each user. One way to determine the maximum acceptable
TSLB is to use HARQ feedback to observe the time after
which the transmissions begin to fail and comparing that to
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the time of last CSI measurement. Thus, TSLB threshold
in TD scheduling captures the effect of coherence time and
limits the scheduling candidate set right in beginning to those
candidates for which CSI still expected to be accurate. This
initial step also reduces computational complexity by reduc-
ing the scheduling candidate set, which is important when
per Transmission Time Interval (TTI) scheduling should be
done rapidly for high user densities under the constraints of a
real time operating system environment with finite computa-
tional resources. Moreover, whenmobile users are scheduled,
scheduling efficiency depends upon using CSI measurements
which are as fresh as possible. Efficiency is monitored by
the throughput measurement (TPM) entity, which gives an
estimate of past average throughput for scheduler. Further,
the maximum number of selected candidates based on TSLB
can also depend on how many users can be computationally
scheduled within the scheduling time constraint.

After the scheduling candidates are selected for the current
TTI in TD scheduling phase, frequency domain (FD) schedul-
ing shall take place. In this phase a certain scheduling priority
metric is used to select the first user from the scheduling can-
didate set. Even though TD scheduling phase drops out users,
whose TSLB value is considered to be too big, TSLB should
be taken into account when estimating user throughputs for
FD scheduling priority metrics. It was observed in [10] that
highest throughputs can be achieved when CSImeasurements
from beacons are as fresh as possible. It follows that both
TSLB and estimated rate should be taken into account when
evaluating achievable user throughput in scheduling. Hence,
Maximum Throughput (MT) scheduling priority metric for
user n was:

Mn =
dn

TSLBn
, (1)

where dn denotes the instantaneous non-precoded data rate
derived from CSI. This principle of evaluating achievable
user throughputs in the scheduling phase can be used also for
deriving e.g. proportional fair (PF) scheduling prioritymetric:

Mn =
dn

rnTSLBn
, (2)

where rn denotes the past average precoded throughput for
nth user. It is worth noting that, in this study, the FD schedul-
ing step allocated to user n one resource block occupying the
whole bandwidth although the scheduling can also be done
per subband. Thus, one scheduled resource block consists
of 640× 45 resource elements.

After each user selection in the FD scheduling phase, the
spatial domain (SD) scheduling phase checks which users
can still be scheduled for using the same time and frequency
resources. A semi-orthogonality principle [18] was used to
do this in our study. However there are also other meth-
ods, like the signal-to-interference-plus-leakage-plus-noise
ratio (SILNR) based approach presented in [19], which can
be used as well.

To find suboptimal a set of users to be scheduled for each
TTI, FD and SD scheduling phases are looped until there are

no more users fulfilling the spatial orthogonality criteria or
until the maximum number of users is scheduled according
to network capabilities. In order to maximize the sum-rate
over a certain time-frequency resource, an exhaustive search
over all possible combinations of users could be employed.
However, such an approach is computationally expensive,
and challenging to implement in practical systems due to
short time-frames.

B. BORDERLESS QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE
IN SCHEDULING
The traditional way of adjusting scheduling fairness is to use
different scheduling metrics e.g., PF, for selecting user for
certain time and frequency resource in packet scheduling.
Typically, the scheduling fairness is achieved at the expense
of the performance on spectral efficiency as shown in [20].
However, in MU-MIMO systems, the spectral efficiency
depends highly on the number of spatially multiplexed users.
In this case, achieving fairness with the traditional schedul-
ing is not straightforward and more effort on designing a
good spatial domain scheduler must be paid to achieve good
fairness and high spatial multiplexing gain as the number of
antenna elements grows. Moreover, in ultra dense networks
almost all users can be reached with good received signal
power due to short propagation distances and high probability
of being in LoS to the closest access node. However, without
coordinating the spatial domain scheduling, high inter-cell
interference can significantly decrease the borderless
experience.

To make these new services possible with wireless
connection and to revolutionize user experience for mobile
users, uniform service experience with high data rates and
low latencies throughout the covered area have to be ensured.
Hence, 50+ Mbps everywhere target for 5G has been set
in [3] to enable comfortable data rate with low latency for
every user allowing high resolution video combined with
other digital services. This is aimed to be a consistent tar-
get throughout covered area including also cell border areas
and highly mobile users. To reach this borderless quality-of-
experience (QoE) target, we propose a simple interference
coordination solution consisting of scheduling coordination
and beamforming coordination. The aim of the scheduling
coordination is to limit the scheduling candidate set for some
subframes in every access node based on the past average
estimated user throughput. By limiting the scheduling of high
throughput users in those subframes, interference levels of
users in less advantageous channel conditions is reduced and
quality of experience can be made more borderless among all
users. Hence, to get some tradeoff between performance and
fairness, we propose that every nth subframe is scheduled in
a way that every user fulfilling the coherence time criteria is
a valid candidate. Other subframes are scheduled by limiting
the scheduling candidate set further with candidates whose
past average throughput is below xth percentile requirement
among the users connected to certain access node. Limiting
the candidate set ensure all users will be scheduled while
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invoking some trade-off between performance and fairness.
The algorithm can be tuned by selecting values for n and x.
For example, the throughput distribution can be made more
uniform by reducing the candidate set for every subframe
and using low x, but reducing the scheduling candidate set
will also decrease usage of the available degrees of freedom.
Sharing resources more equally naturally decreases overall
performance. Moreover, coordinated beamforming aims to
eliminate poor scheduling decisions i.e., users experiencing
high interference due to beamforming, as discussed in more
detail in Section IV.

C. ADAPTATION TO EXPERIENCED COHERENCE TIME
The underlying assumption is that channel aging together
with short coherence time increases BLER. Thus, CSI aging
threshold or coherence time limit can be determined using
user reported Hybrid Automatic Repear Request (HARQ)
feedback. The proposed algorithm follows the same
principles as the Outer-Loop Link Adaptation (OLLA)
algorithm described in [21]. Hence, if ACK is received,
maximum acceptable delay Tmax for TSLB can be increased
by Tup, while it is decreased by Tdown if NACK is received.
Hence, ratio between Tup and Tdown is used to reach wanted
BLERtarget with following expression:

Tup =
Tdown

1/BLERtarget − 1
. (3)

Therefore, each user will fulfill their individual coherence
time criteria given as:

TSLBn < Tmax,n, (4)

in TD scheduling phase can be selected as a valid scheduling
candidate for FD and SD scheduling phases.

D. CSI BEACON SCHEDULING
Above it was proposed that TSLBmetric should be taken into
account in data scheduling, it also means that scheduling of
CSI beacons should be considered. On one hand, a simple
approach is to use some random but fair scheduling metric
like round robin (RR). However, when TSLB is used with the
scheduling metric and amount of the users is small, then RR
can reduce throughput fairness. On the other hand, to maxi-
mize system performance, beacons should be requested from
users, which can be spatially multiplexed with high Signal
to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR). However, knowing
this before obtaining the channel state information is not a
straightforward task for spatial domain scheduler. Even if
high SINR ismeasured from twoCSI beacons, it might be that
those users are not getting as high SINR if they are scheduled
on same time and frequency resources due to uncertainties
in CSI. In this work, location-based beacon scheduling is
used to reduce pilot interference. For a group of adjacent CSI
beacons, the first CSI beacon symbol is scheduled based on
round robin in such a way that a minimum CSI beacon reuse

distance criterion is fulfilled. The remaining beacons on adja-
cent symbols are scheduled for users which are located within
the CP compensation distance to control the inter-symbol
interference in channel estimation. The location-based coor-
dination of pilot interference is discussed in Section IV in
more detail. In particular, the CP compensation distance and
CSI beacon reuse distance are illustrated in Fig. 4.

E. LINK ADAPTATION
Since dynamic scheduling can be done for each
TTI separately, the power (interference) conditions changes
for each TTI in multi-user MIMO systems using beam-
forming. Hence, interference levels experienced by users are
changing every TTI. For this reason, well known solutions for
adapting to experienced interference levels like OLLA [24],
are not working well any more. The success of precisely
estimating SINR per TTI and selecting adequate modulation
and coding scheme for each scheduled user will depend
more on cooperation of neighboring access nodes. Since
our UDN concept relies on uplink beaconing, it is assumed
that several nearby access nodes can measure the channel
for users transmitting beacons. Therefore, link adaptation
should be done jointly with the closest neighboring access
nodes in a way that inter-cell interference caused by the
closest neighbors can be estimated precisely. This can be
done either by utilizing a centralized scheduler which aggre-
gates channel measurements or by utilizing a joint scheduler
approach where cooperating access nodes exchange channel
measurements with their closest neighbors.

IV. INTERFERENCE COORDINATION BASED ON
ACCESS NODE COOPERATION
Interference coordination is an effective way of mitigat-
ing inter-cell interference at the cell edges and therefore
an obvious approach for achieving ubiquitous user experi-
ence in 5G [22]. Interference coordination techniques can be
classified as semi-static or dynamic coordination techniques
based on the information sharing across the cells [5].

The semi-static coordination techniques such as fractional
frequency reuse, soft frequency reuse and enhanced inter-
cell Interference Coordination (eICIC) schemes, exchange
time-sensitive information between the cells for coordinat-
ing the scheduling decisions and can typically tolerate long
delays [5]. Exchanged information can be e.g., a hypothesis
with a benefit such as a map of resource blocks or subframes
that are suggested to be muted by other neighboring access
nodes and the benefit for the sending access nodes. Such
semi-static coordinated scheduling can provide benefits in
interference managing with relative low backhaul overhead
and complexity. However, the associated scheduling restric-
tions results reduce the efficiency of resource utilization and
do not work well in dynamic scheduling/beamforming
scenarios.

Dynamic coordination techniques such as coordinated
multipoint transmission and reception of signals i.e., CoMP
or Network MIMO (sometimes as Distributed MIMO), can
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bring significant gains in spectral efficiency and more uni-
form user experience [7] but require more backhaul capacity
and dedicated methods for channel state reporting, inter-
ference measurements, and design of reference and control
signaling [5].

A. COORDINATED MULTI-POINT TRANSMISSION
In 3GPP framework, CoMP schemes are categorized as
dynamic point selection (DPS), dynamic point blank-
ing (DPB), joint transmission (CoMP-JT), and coordinated
scheduling/beamforming (CS/CB) [23]. In DPS, the data
transmission occurs from a single access node but the
scheduling assignment is dynamic and the node transmitting
data to a particular user may be changed each subframe
even if the channel remains stationary. Such fast switching
gives ‘virtually’ simultaneous connection to multiple cells
within a coordination area comprising multiple access nodes.
In DPB, dominant interferers within the coordination area
are identified and muted on a per-subframe basis for lower-
ing the interference. In CoMP-JT, two or more transmission
points are transmitting signal to single users using the same
time-frequency resources. CoMP-JT can be based either on
coherent or non-coherent transmission of signals but only the
coherent CoMP-JT can offer the best performance among
all CoMP schemes. The drawbacks of CoMP-JT include the
requirement for tight synchronization, as well as the low-
latency and high-bandwidth backhaul needs for enabling
coherent multipoint transmission. These requirements make
CoMP-JT less practical than DSP, DPB or CS/CB schemes
despite the increase in the area throughput.

In CS/CB, scheduling and beamforming decisions between
different transmission points are aligned to reduce inter-
ference. By exchanging information of scheduled UEs and
their beamforming weights (or beam identifiers), schedulers
can help to lower strong interference at the cell edge with
appropriate beamforming. Such techniques have been studied
earlier in several papers e.g., in [6], [23], and [24]. In par-
ticular, the effect of velocity with coordinated beamforming
was studied in [23] which showed performance gain in the
micro cell simulation scenario with moderate inter-site dis-
tances and low user velocities. However, when the aim is to
support higher velocities, coordinated beamforming becomes
more challenging since it is sensitive to uncertainties due to
CSI aging. Thus, coordinated beamforming would require
exhaustive acquisition and exchange of channel state infor-
mation in UDN before the measurements get outdated.

In this work, the interference coordination between the
access nodes is based on CS/CB approach with two prin-
ciples. Firstly, the central scheduler eliminates the poor
scheduling decisions made by selfish access nodes. This
elimination is done in link adaptation phase by estimating
the precoded interference levels before selecting a modula-
tion and coding scheme. Secondly, the location-aware pilot
scheduler is used to mitigate pilot contamination. The pilot
contamination is mitigated by adjusting pilot re-use distance
for pilot scheduling as discussed in following sections.

B. BEAMFORMING COORDINATION
In our earlier work [10], a joint multipoint CS/CB approach
known as CoMP-Coordinated Beamforming (CoMP-CB)
was found to be beneficial in ultra-dense small cell networks
with low user mobility. However, when the user mobility was
increased, the benefit of the CoMP-CB approach diminished
due to CSI uncertainties. Thus, in this work, the focus is on
CS/CB scheme, where central scheduler aims at transmitting
data to a user from a single access node in a manner that the
interference caused by the neighboring nodes is either miti-
gated or predicted. In particular, the interference mitigation
is achieved by using larger antenna aperture i.e., narrower
beams with higher array gains, and eliminating poor schedul-
ing decisions by predicting the precoded interference.

FIGURE 3. Illustration of the proposed coordinated schedul-
ing/beamforming scheme where uplink beacons from user ui are
received by several ANds. The central scheduler aggregates the channel
state information from a coordination area composed of a set of ANds in
order to predict the interference due to precoders in downlink.

To estimate the precoded interference, the central sched-
uler has to aggregate uplink channel state information from
several access nodes (ANd) and utilize that information
to estimate the precoded interference. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3. In this work, such coordination does not target
joint beamforming or complete interference cancelling from
neighboring access nodes but the aim is to eliminate poor
scheduling decisions during the link adaptation phase. Since
the initial selection of spatially multiplexed users is done
per-access node basis, poor scheduling decisions may result
in high inter-cell interference at the cell edges without
coordination.

The downlink interference prediction for coordinated
beamforming is modeled in the following way. First, a set
of users is selected to be scheduled by each access node.
After each access node has completed the users selection
and precoder calculation, the central scheduler determines the
instantaneous per-subcarrier precoded signal to interference
and noise ratio SINRi,j for the ith scheduled user ui for
i ∈ {1, . . . ,K } scheduled in jth ANdj for j ∈ {1, . . . ,N }
according to:

SINRi,j =
‖wHi,jh̃i,j‖

2∑N
n=1

∑K
k=1 k 6=1 ‖w

H
k,nh̃i,n‖

2 + σ 2
n

, (5)
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where {·}H denotes the Hermitian-transpose operator. The
complex-valued vector wi,j ∈ CLj×1 denotes the precoder for
user i determined by access node j e.g., using zero forcing
or matched filter criterion. Note that the jth access-node is
composed of Lj antennas. Vector h̃i,j ∈ CLj×1 is the estimated
effective channel and σ 2

n is the noise-variance. In this work,
the received uplink channel consists of an ideal channel
hi,j ∈ CLj×1 and complex-valued error term εi,j defined as:

h̃i,j = hi,j + εi,j, (6)

where the error term εi,j ∈ CLj×1 contains noise and inter-
ference e.g., sum of simultaneous transmissions of uplink
beacon signals from different users reusing the same beacon
resources. To obtain h̃i,j, the channel is estimated using least-
squares estimator (LSE) for hi,j e.g., as discussed in [25].
Finally, the central scheduler eliminates users which SINRi,j
does not fulfill minimum predicted SINR threshold. The
minimum required SINR threshold is chosen according to
minimum MCS requirement being approximately −6 dB.
If a certain user is chosen by more than one ANd, then the
signal is transmitted only from ANd j that maximizes the
SINRi,j metric. In case the central scheduler eliminates all
transmissions from a particular ANd due to low estimated
SINR, no user data is transmitted on that ANd in downlink.
This results in almost blanked subframes.

C. LOCATION BASED COORDINATION OF
PILOT CONTAMINATION
One drawback of advanced MIMO systems is that they
require a large fraction of radio frame resources to be allo-
cated for pilot resources to achieve high spectral efficiency.
In case of dense reuse of pilots, the same pilot signals from
several users are combined at the access node receiver. This
results in pilot contamination where CSI is mixed and partly
correlated for several users. When the access node defines
beamforming vectors, a fraction of the beam energy is steered
towards the correlated user causing interference. In large cell
networks with high user density, pilot resources must be
reused frequently to achieve sufficient pilot per population
ratio that guarantees high MU-MIMO gain and good spectral
efficiency. Since, coherence block length is shorter for mobile
users, pilot per user ratio has to be higher or otherwise unre-
liable CSI decreases system performance. Thus, it becomes
very challenging to utilize massive MIMO efficiently for
mobile user in large cells. Simulation results e.g., in [26], sug-
gest that in the worst case inter-cell interference conditions,
pilot reuse ratio 7 is optimal for small number of antenna
elements. As the number of antenna elements grows, the
optimal reuse ratio is decreased and pilot reuse of 3 is found
to be a decent choice in most of the cases.

In ultra dense networks, pilot resources can be reused more
often in spatial domain than in micro cell networks due to
smaller inter-site distances and lower transmission powers.
This increases the density of available CSI beacon resources
per area (increasing pilot per population ratio). Additionally,
with a dedicated frame structure design, it is easier to provide

more CSI beacon resources in time domain due to possibility
of using shorter symbols with reasonable CP-plus-GP over-
head in ultra dense networks.

When designing CSI beacon reuse pattern for a short
CP system, it is beneficial to take the short CP duration into
account to avoid pilot contamination. One design goal is to
ensure that distance between ANds and users transmitting
beacons is within the range of CP to avoid inter-symbol
interference from adjacent beacons in case the propagation
delays become longer than the short CP. Moreover, it is
also beneficial to separate the users to have some diversity
between the channels for maximizing the spatial domain
gain. Hence, we utilize a location-based scheduling scheme,
where a group of users is scheduled in a way that the users
transmitting beacons on adjacent symbols are geographically
separated but close to each other. This is controlled with
CP compensation distance metric. Such grouping helps to
mitigate ISI on adjacent beacons and ensures efficient reuse
of beacon resources by another group of users. Moreover, the
same beacon resources are reused by another group of users
after some safety distance to also mitigate interference from
colliding beacon resource as illustrated in Fig. 4.

FIGURE 4. Illustration of the location-based pilot contamination scheme
with CP compensation distance and CSI reuse distance. CP compensation
distance is used to control how far users transmitting on adjacent beacon
symbols can be whereas CSI reuse distance restricts the minimum distance
of scheduling users to use same beacon symbols.

V. PRECODER DESIGN
We focus on linear precoding rather than nonlinear precoding
schemes. In particular, both the zero-forcing (ZF) and the
matched-filter (MF) precoders are considered in this paper.
This follows from the number of antenna elements on each
access-node comprising the UDN that is evaluated herein.
In fact, the performance difference between the linear and
nonlinear precoding schemes vanishes when the number of
antenna elements L grows with respect to the number of
scheduled users K [27]. Linear precoding schemes also pro-
vide a good compromise between performance and complex-
ity in practice. Expressions for the ZF and MF precoders can
be found from the estimated channel vector as follows [27]:

wMF = H̃
H
j , wZF = H̃

†
j , (7)

where {·}† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse.
Moreover, matrix H̃ j ∈ CLj×K contains the esti-
mated channel-vectors of the K scheduled users at the
access-node j as follows:

H̃ j =
[
h̃1,j, . . . , h̃K ,j.

]
(8)
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The MF is known to be the optimal precoder when the
arrays at the access-nodes are assumed to have infinitely
many antenna elements [27]. For practical antenna arrays the
ZF precoder typically outperforms the MF in terms of SINR
given that the CSI is accurate. However, MF precoder outper-
forms ZF when the CSIT is acquired in the low SNR regime;
see Fig. 5. Moreover, MF is more robust to CSI aging than
ZF precoder. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 where the CSI relia-
bility is modeled by the parameter ζ . The results in Fig. 5 are
according to the expressions given in [27, Table 1]. Similar
results can be found in [10], where the sensitivity of
ZF precoder (including its regularized version) to CSI aging
has been analyzed for high mobility users. MF precoder
is also computationally more attractive than ZF. In partic-
ular, the complexity of MF is O(LK ) while that of ZF
is O(LK 2). Hence, MF precoder provides a good compro-
mise between performance and complexity in high mobility
scenarios.

FIGURE 5. Performance of MF and ZF precoders in terms of SINR as a
function of the SNR used for channel estimation. The CSI aging is modeled
by parameter ζ (ζ = 1 means that the CSI is up-to-date). The results
illustrated in this figure are based on [27], and assume that the number
of antenna elements at the access-node L and the number of scheduled
users K approaches infinity. It is also assumed that L/K = 2. MF is more
robust to channel aging than ZF precoder.

We also consider an approximation of the channel matrix
used by both MF and ZF precoders that is useful for UDNs
and high mobility users. In particular, the matrix H̃ j used
by the linear precoders in (7) is given by an estimate of the
LoS path between scheduled users and access-nodes. More
precisely, matrix H̃ j is given by:

H̃ j =
[
a(ϑ̂1, ϕ̂1), a(ϑ̂2, ϕ̂2), . . . , a(ϑ̂K , ϕ̂K )

]
, (9)

where a(ϑ̂k , ϕ̂k ) ∈ CLj×1 denotes the Lj-element
multiantenna output due to the estimated LoS path of the
kth user. In particular, ϑ̂k ∈ [0, π] and ϕ̂k ∈ [0, 2π )
denote the estimated elevation and azimuth arrival angles
of the LoS path of the kth user, respectively. Such angles
may be found using the method in [13] and follow from the
position of the scheduled users with respect to the access-
node given that they are in a LoS condition. A statistical

test on the Ricean K-factor may be employed in order to
determine whether a user-node is on a LoS condition, for
example as in [28]. In the remainder of this paper, precoders
that use the approximation in (9) are called position based
precoders. Note that channel estimation errors are taken into
account by introducing an error in the angles; see Section VII.
In particular, the numerical results in Section VII show that
position based precoders are more robust to channel aging
than conventional (channel based) precoders, particularly in
high mobility scenarios. This may be understood by noting
that the rate of change of the angles (ϑ, ϕ) is typically smaller
than the phases of all the propagation paths comprising the
radio channel.

VI. DETAILS OF THE DEVELOPED SIMULATOR
This section provides details of the simulator employed to
evaluate the performance of the algorithms and methods
proposed in sections III-V. Numerical results are given
in Section VII. The developed simulator is based on the radio
interface for 5G UDNs proposed in Section II.

A. SCHEDULING, LINK ADAPTATION, AND
CHANNEL ESTIMATION
The access nodes perform the scheduling algorithm proposed
in Section III independently. A BLER target of 20% has been
used for coherence time adaptation (CTA). A joint solution
for the link adaptation has been considered where the closest
neighboring access nodes are taken into account in determin-
ing the interference experienced by the user nodes. The CSIT
has been acquired from the UL wideband beacons described
in Section II using a least-squares estimator. Such wideband
beacons consist of QPSK symbols taken from a pseudo-
random Gold sequence of length 255 [29, Ch. 8]. The
estimated UL wideband channel has been used for schedul-
ing, precoding and link adaptation. Frequency and code
domain scheduling have not been considered.

Modulation and coding scheme (MCS) selection consisted
of joint inner-loop link adaptation, and was performed after
the scheduling decisions. Link adaptation was based on
estimated SINR as in (5) where interference has been calcu-
lated and shared among the closest access nodes. The MCS
table considered herein is based on LTE-A values. Note that
a 256-QAM has been used for the highest SINR values.

B. DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO
A deployment scenario based on METIS TC6 has been
used [30]. Fig. 6 illustrates the deployment scenario con-
sidered herein. In particular, it consists of a 500 meter long
highway with 6 lanes. The width of each lane is 3m. The
ISD of the UDN is 50m. The access nodes are located at the
center section of the highway; see Fig. 6. The users have been
dropped randomly on the simulated lanes at each realization.
A user density identical to that in METIS TC6 has been
considered [31]. Table 2 provides additional details on the
parameters used by the developed simulator.
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FIGURE 6. Illustration of the deployment scenario considered in the
developed simulator. Both the deployment scenario and the user density
are according to the METIS TC6. The access nodes comprising the UDN are
located at the center of the highway, and the ISD is 50m.

TABLE 2. Simulation parameters.

C. GEOMETRY BASED STOCHASTIC CHANNEL MODEL
The geometry based stochastic channel model (GSCM)
described in METIS has been used [17], [32]. The focus has
been on the 3-D UMi propagation scenario. In particular, the
maximum number of clusters in the 3-D UMi scenario is
12 for LoS and 19 for a NLoS condition [32]. The LoS prob-
ability of every access node - user node link is a function of
distance, and follows that in [17]. Moreover, the clusters that
are at least 25dB weaker than the cluster with largest power
are discarded. Each cluster is composed of 20 propagation
paths. Each propagation path is characterized by a power,

delay, elevation angle, azimuth angle, complex-path weights
and a cross-polarization ratio. Details regarding the calcu-
lation of the aforementioned parameters of the propagation
paths as well as the corresponding probability distributions
for the large-scale parameters may be found in [17] and [32].

The LoS propagation path is also included in case of a LoS
condition. The Ricean K-factor is used to weight the LoS
propagation path as well as the remaining clusters accord-
ingly. The parameters of the LoS propagation path, namely
the elevation angle, azimuth angle, delay and path-weights,
follow from the distance between the access node and user
node as well as their relative location. A distance-dependent
correlation of the large-scale parameters has been used [32].
It accounts for the spatial correlation among different user-
nodes as well as among the access-nodes. Moreover, a plane-
wave assumption has been used on our GSCM. It is important
to note that the parameters of the LoS propagation path on
our GSCM vary according to the movement of the user-
node. The double-directional parameters of the multipath-
components are fixed during the simulation time except for
their relative phases which vary according to the correspond-
ing Doppler components. In other words, we have considered
a true motion model for the LoS path but a virtual motion
model for the multipath components [17], [32].

FIGURE 7. Effect of antenna array and precoder selection to the
throughput performance in ultra-dense deployment for different user
velocities. As the velocity increases, MF precoder becomes better than
ZF precoding strategy.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section presents the numerical results to justify the
design of the proposed coordinated beamforming scheme
to support mobility in UDN. First, different antenna arrays
and precoders are compared following with more detailed
analysis of other system key performance metrics. Fig. 7
shows area throughput comparison for Uniform Circular
Array (UCA), Uniform Planar Array (UPA) and Uniform
Linear Array (ULA) in UDN scenario. It can be seen that
MF tolerates better the channel estimation error due to the
mobility. Performances of circular and planar array geome-
tries are rather similar although their geometries are quite
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different. Antenna aperture size of the circular array is larger
in horizontal domain compared with the planar array but the
circular array cannot do beamforming in elevation domain as
efficiently as the planar array. Therefore the planar array can
get gain from elevation beamforming, but due to wider beams
in horizontal domain more interference is generated. As it
was also shown in [33], horizontal linear antenna arrangement
appears to be best suited for massive MIMO operation in
terms of pure performance. However, the physical size of
the horizontal linear array may not be so practical for UDN
deployment, where access node size should be so small that it
can be affixed to existing infrastructure like lamp posts. The
physical sizes of the different antenna array geometries are
compared in Table 3 for used 3.5GHz frequency with
λ/2-separation of the antenna elements. Circular array was
chosen for UDN deployment due to its good performance
with MF precoding in high velocities and due to rather com-
pact physical size of the antenna array. For 2-sector micro cell
case planar arrays were chosen due to their relatively compact
physical size when compared to linear or circular arrays.
Hence, it could be assumed that physical sizes of chosen array
geometries for 2-sector micro cell and UDN deployment can
be installed to the existing street lighting posts facing the
direction of the highway. Further, with the chosen arrays the
total available degrees of stays comparable betweenUDN and
Micro cell deployments, since in UDN there are 250 elements
and in 2-sector micro cell case there are 288 elements in the
simulation area.

TABLE 3. Size of different antenna array geometries. Center frequency of
3.5GHz and λ/2 inter-element spacing.

A scheduler which tries to maximize throughput for each
TTI cannot guarantee similar user throughput and QoE for all
users. This is shown by the results in Fig. 8. If scheduling is
made to ensure more borderless quality of experience through
the simulation area, then scheduling fairness and more uni-
formQoE can be obtained. Borderless QoE scheduling in this
paper is done as described in Section III by selecting values
x and n based on our earlier experience. Hence, scheduling
of every third subframe is using only MT metric for users
fulfilling coherence time criteria. During other subframes,
only the users who fulfill coherence time criteria and whose
past average estimated throughput is below 30th percentile
are considered as scheduling candidates. Moreover, Border-
less/MF Borderless/ZF refer to scheduling strategies where
either MF or ZF precoding is used with Borderless scheduler.
Similarly, MT/MF and MT/ZF refer to scheduling strategies
where MT scheduling is used instead of Borderless schedul-
ing. In Fig. 8 it can be seen that Borderless/MF precoding

FIGURE 8. User throughput CDF for 10km/h velocity.

produces more uniform QoE i.e., user throughput. This is due
to the reduced sensitiveness to channel measurement errors.

FIGURE 9. User throughput CDF for 50km/h velocity.

Figure 9 shows similar user throughput curves for 50km/h
user mobility. When user velocity is increased, the network
is adapting to 20% BLER target adjusting TSLB and thus
not being able to serve as many users simultaneously due to
more rapid channel aging than in case of 3km/h. In partic-
ular, user throughputs of MT/ZF and Borderless/ZF sched-
ulers suffer from higher user mobility. A comparison with
Fig. 8 shows that the median user throughput decreases from
90Mbps to near 10Mbps for MT/ZF and to near 30Mbps
for Borderless/ZF while 50th percentile user throughout of
Borderless/MF does not change significantly. Moreover, the
Borderless/MF provides ∼ 77% higher gain compared with
the second best MT/MF scheme.

A. MOBILITY TOLERANCE
Figure 10 shows system area throughput for different pre-
coder/scheduler strategies in case of different user velocities.
For low user velocities from 3km/h to 10km/h, ZF precod-
ing strategy is better but when the velocity increases the
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FIGURE 10. User velocity impact to proposed schedulers and precoding.

area throughout of MF precoding strategy is better. The area
throughput of Borderless/MF strategy is 43% to 17% lower
compared with the best achieved area throughput in different
velocity cases but it provides better and fairer user throughput
and QoE as shown in figs. 8 and 9. If Borderless/MF results
in Fig. 10 are compared to CoMP-JP UDN results in [10],
it can be observed that circular antenna array of 25 elements
results in 37% to 110% better area throughput than the coor-
dinated beamforming with smaller antennas in case of higher
user velocity than 10km/h. Coordinated beamforming with
ZF precoding starts to degrade when velocity is more than
10km/h due to poorer tolerance against CSI uncertainties and
channel aging compared with Borderless/MF.

FIGURE 11. Number of simultaneously scheduled users on average per
access node for each TTI with different user velocities.

The mean number of the scheduled users per access node
is shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the degrees of free-
dom (ratio between scheduled users and antenna elements
per access node) decrease more rapidly with ZF precoder
than with MF precoder when the velocity is increased. This
happens because BLER is rising more rapidly for ZF due to

increased errors in channel estimation. This causes the CTA
algorithm to decrease the maximum tolerated coherence time
limits for each user to keep BLER around 20%. This in turn
decreases the number of users, which can be considered as
valid scheduling candidates making it more difficult to find
users that can be served simultaneously.

FIGURE 12. SINR CDF for 10km/h velocity.

Even though beamforming with MF precoding can tolerate
velocity better and thus it is able to send data to more users
simultaneously, ZF cancels inter-beam interference more
effectively. This can be interpreted from Fig. 12 showing
approximately 8dB SINR difference between 50th percentile
SINR for MF and ZF precoders when 10km/h user velocity
is applied. Moreover, Borderless/MF and Borderless/ZF pre-
coding strategies results in 1 to 2dB better SINR performance
than regular MF and ZF precoding strategies.

FIGURE 13. Effect of channel aging and CSI beacon reusing.

B. REUSING OF CSI BEACON RESOURCES
In larger networks, reusing CSI beacon resources is
inevitable. Hence, the effect of reusing CSI beacon resources
within simulation area is studied. In Fig. 13, the effect of
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channel aging and CSI beacon reusing is illustrated.
As discussed in Section IV, reusing beacon resources results
in additional CSI error due to the beacon contamination but,
if rough user location is used in beacon scheduling, this error
can be controlled. In this study, the beacon resources were
reused using 200m minimum reuse distance and 25m CP
compensation distance. As shown in Fig. 13, increasing inter-
ference with CSI reusing does not significantly decrease
MF precoding performance. However, performance of
ZF precoding decreases when velocity is 50km/h due to the
additional CSI error. Moreover, when velocity is increased
to 100km/h, additional CSI error due to CSI beacon reusing
is not as severe as the CSI error due to channel aging. From
this finding it is concluded that CSI beacon reuse distance
can be adjusted depending on the channel aging. In other
words, if the channel is aging rapidly, then the reuse distance
can be short. In contrary, for low user velocities e.g., 3km/h,
it is worthwhile to try to use ZF precoding with longer CSI
reuse distance due to the fact that CSI contamination is amore
significant factor in channel estimation error.

FIGURE 14. UDN area throughput performance compared against
two sector micro-cell base stations.

C. ULTRA-DENSE NETWORK VS MICRO-CELL NETWORK
In Fig. 14, UDN area throughput performance is compared
with two sector micro cell access node configuration. It can
be seen that UDN outperforms micro-cell deployment in
the ability of providing area capacity by factor of 1.5× in
case of 3km/h user velocity and by factor of 2.8× in case
of 50km/h user velocity. In both cases, users are moving
on a rather narrow street canyon of 24 meters as depicted
in Fig. 6. The main differences between the UDN and micro-
cell scenario are antenna configuration, site placement and
longer distance to serving cell which affects line-of-sight
probabilities and channel characteristics. Site placement and
street geometry limits average azimuth and elevation separa-
tion of users in line of sight conditions. In UDN scenario,
the maximum azimuth angle separation at the cell center
(distance of 12.5meters) is 87.6 degreeswhereas inmicro cell

scenario it is only 21.7 degrees at the cell center (distance
of 62.5 meters). Similarly, the maximum elevation angle
separation between the cell edge and the center is 10 degrees
in UDN case and only 2.3 degrees in the micro-cell case.

In micro cell scenario, 6 × 6 dual polarized antenna
array can provide some beamforming gain in horizontal and
vertical domain. However, the gain in elevation domain is
expected to be rather small due to very narrow elevation angle
spread. Some horizontal beamforming gain can be achieved
with the planar array due to the wider azimuth spread but
the gain is smaller compared to the gain of circular array of
25 elements which can form narrower beams. Thus, benefits
more from the wider azimuth spread in UDN scenario. There-
fore, it is more difficult to achieve sufficient beamforming
performance with the planar array in micro cell configuration
compared with the circular antenna configuration in UDN
case. Moreover, since the mean distance to serving access
node is increased in micro-cell case, the probability of having
significant gain from dominant line of sight signal is lost for
many users.

Precoder behavior in micro cell configuration is similar
to UDN configuration. Significant gain can be achieved by
using ZF precoding in low velocities. However, uncertainties
in CSI spoils inter-beam interference cancelling advantages
of zero forcing in case of higher velocities. MF on the other
hand cannot form enough beams to narrow sector in a way
that micro-cells could compete against the performance of
ultra-dense deployment of circular antennas.

D. POSITION BASED PRECODING
Fig. 16 compares the performance of channel estimation
based precoding and user position based precoding discussed
in Section V. In case of channel estimation based precoding,
there is error coming from channel aging. In case of position
based precoding, static beam angle error is used to model
the error instead of channel aging. In [13], joint positioning
solution utilizing CSI beaconing for position estimation was
proposed for ultra-dense networks. It was claimed that with
the said solution 0.4m mean user positioning error can be
achieved. In Fig. 15 it is shown how beam angle error maps to
position errors in the studied UDN simulation scenario taking
also antenna heights into account.

As can be seen in Fig. 16, with 3 degree error in the
beam angle, satisfactory channel estimation based precoding
performance can be achieved. If the mean positioning error in
the whole simulation area would be 0.4m, then angle errors
would be even lower. This would improve the performance
of position-based beamforming due to more precise beam
orientation, since the user is notmoving significantly between
few millisecond CSI beacon intervals (a few ms). Thus, the
position estimation error from CSI beacons is dominant over
the position aging caused by mobility.

It was also seen that on average 59%more users per access
node were served per TTI with position based precoding
when compared to the channel estimation based precoding
in the case of 50km/h user velocity case.
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FIGURE 15. Used static beam angle error values mapped to positioning
error and distance between user and access node.

FIGURE 16. Area throughput performance while serving users moving
50km/h. Position based precoding with beamforming angle error is com-
pared against channel measurement based precoding.

Further, it was seen that mean user SINRs were lower
with position based precoding when compared to channel
estimation based precoding. On the other hand, on average
59% more users per access node were server per TTI with
position based precoding when compared to channel estima-
tion base precoding in utilized 50km/h user velocity case.
This is possible since, when only line of sight path is used
with the precoder, less interference is leaked towards other
scheduled users in rich scattering urban environment. These
facts help to create more uniform throughput distribution
and thus help to provide more desktop-like low latency user
experience to all users as can be seen in Fig. 17. Further
it can be seen that with borderless scheduling and position
based ZF precoding 94% of users can achieve the 50+Mbps
everywhere target as defined for 5G in [3].

Even though the performance of position-based precoding
in ultra-dense network looks promising, future studies should
take into account its limitations in NLoS. In particular, the
users which do not have LoS connection cannot be served by

FIGURE 17. User throughput CDF for 50km/h with 3 degree beam angle
error position based precoding.

using only position information. In spite of this limitation,
the LoS probability in ultra-dense networks is very high [32],
which emphasizes developing accurate user positioning and
using the position information for beamforming even further.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Novel techniques for handling mobile users in multiantenna
ultra-dense networks have been proposed. The proposed
spatial-domain scheduler adapts to the users’ mobility and
coordinates its decisions within a coordination area com-
posed of several access-nodes. A novel metric called time-
since-last-beacon is proposed in order to take the aging of
the users’ CSI into account. Extensive numerical results show
that the proposed scheduler achieves ∼ 77% higher median
user-throughput than that of maximum-throughput scheduler
at a cost of ∼ 17% lower area-throughput. Hence, the pro-
posed scheduler can provide a significantly better borderless
experience in 5G outdoor ultra-dense networks with minimal
system-performance degradation. Such results remain valid
even for a high-density of mobile users with velocities
ranging from 3km/h to 100km/h.

An extensive numerical study on the impact of CSI aging to
matched-filter and zero-forcing precoding schemes has been
carried out for various antenna array configurations. Results
show that the circular antenna array provides a good compro-
mise between throughput, robustness to channel aging, and
array size, given that the proposed scheduler is employed.
In particular, a combination of the proposed borderless sched-
uler with matched-filter precoder was able to tolerate high
user velocities up to 100km/h as well as provide robustness
to pilot contamination due to beacon reuse. Moreover, the
proposed strategy performed better on a UDN deployment
than on a micro-cell deployment using substantially larger
planar antenna arrays.

Finally, location-based ZF precoding scheme has been
found to perform surprisingly better than that of MF pre-
coding based on measured CSI. Such findings motivate us to
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study the feasibility of location based precoding rather than
that based on measured CSI in our future work on UDNs.

In this study, realistic traffic models were not utilized.
Hence, it would be interesting to take that aspect into account
due to 5G’s below 1ms RTT latency target. Additionally,
in future work, multi-antenna receivers shall be considered,
since it is easy to envision vehicles with antenna arrays
instead of a single omni-directional antenna. Even though
multiple antennas would increase user node complexity and
power consumption, it would make it possible for user nodes
to do the interference cancellation and receive multi-stream
transmissions. Hence, usage of degrees of freedom could be
increased even further by having better interference tolerance
in user nodes.
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